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PREFACES
First and Foremost, the Economic Emancipation Forum was founded in 2013, as the
admiral or heralds of ordinary people of all faith in all spheres in Africa, especially South
Africa. In which, our verbiage and make-up is influenced by the original origin of all adage,
maxims and creation of all human kind – the ‘Holy Scriptures.’
Peradventure, the inception of a new voice ‘crying in the wilderness’ in order to restore the
posture and stability of our people from the original economic context, and promises made to
the patriarch of this movement in the beginning of times.
Peradventure, with all challenges embarked due to an emerging democratic system, in the
absence of educational impartation concerning the identity of all people, the values and
principles to conduct this democracy successfully. As a movement, we discovered that
democracy without first-mentioned theocratic foundational principles, is subjected to
destruction and failure.
Peradventure, the first-mentioned principle is to remember, restore, reform the people of
South Africa back to the spoken word said, ‘Let us make man in our own image.’ When
people are reminded that all races; Blacks, Whites, Indians, Coloureds; all faith & religion;
Mega Political Parties or Minority Parties; Rich or Poor, are made of the image of the
creator, this would enhance harmony and a prosperous South Africa.
And Peradventure, the legible and original law, originates from whence all laws and
constitutions are constituted, so, all human race in our beautiful land, deserves and have a
right to be enlightened of this sovereign governance, by manner of education and service
delivery.
And Peradventure, our approach is to effectively execute the affairs of our country, by
filling the clefts (spaces) in our leadership structures, in which, we believe that a principled
advisory board be elected in order to assist those in power.
And Peradventure, our security is in the law of the Holy Scriptures, non-denominational,
non-doctrinal, and not being an appendage or an affiliate of a particular alliance and or a
congress.
Peradventure, for this reason, an independent sovereign counsel be appointed to improve the
social milieu of the inhabitants of the Republic of South Africa.
As a Body, we are bestowed and bequeathed to judge and rule. “When a righteous man rules,
the City rejoice.” (Quote - Holy Scriptures)
And peradventure, “For the Lord is our judge, our lawgiver, and our king. He will care for
us (RSA) and save us (RSA). This three (3) embers or centres of power being the parliament,
the cabinet and the courts are philosophically discovered from the book of Isaiah, it is called
the Doctrine of separation of powers.
Isaiah 33:22 For the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord is our King.
• Judge = Courts / Judiciary
• Lawgiver = Parliament / Constitution
• King = Cabinet / President
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1. NAME
1.1 The name of the organisation is the Economic Emancipation Forum,
Hereinafter referred to as ECOFORUM.
1.2 Our coat of many colours consists of red, gold, royal blue and white.
2. VISION AND MISSION STATEMENTS
2.1 Our vision is a covenant based vision, driven by holy scriptural promises,
“For His promises are yes and Amen.”
2.2 Our vision is to establish a God fearing Body of Officials whose
reference and subscription is sovereignty.
2.3 To reinstate hope and equality through ancient biblical principles.
2.4 To supersede the apartheid effects through proper theocratic processes and
reconciliation, for you cannot “pour a new wine in an old wineskin.”
2.5 To fight for economic emancipation and stability for all previously disadvantaged
South Africans.
2.6 To educate every child in South Africa through an International Standard of education
in the rural areas and the suburbs.
2.7 To equip every elderly and/or parents through career skills development for the
betterment of an affording income and an investable income.
2.8 Truly establish a balanced economy between the upper, middle and so called lower
class citizens amicably through proper bank systems and capital injection to black
owned business.
2.9 Eradicate the class of the poor of the poorest among our people by providing
corporate opportunities such as agriculture, mining, fishery, manufacturing, small
businesses, investments, etc. And by participating in the world economy.
2.10 To make South Africa a habitable land, opportune for investment and worth the
investment from foreign investors.
2.11 Implement domestic and foreign policies to stabilize our National Security and
improve social cohesion and promote brotherhood.

MISSION STATEMENT
2.12 Our mission is to rehabilitate the government body and create a
working relations in order to offer advisory assistance in taking the
country forward.
2.13 Our mission is to relocate the cream of the land to the prospective
owners by merit.
2.14 To address a core situation of nationalisation in a more deserved
way, without violence.
2.15 To station ministries all over 9 provinces to stabilize leadership’s
integrity and visibility to service delivery.
2.16 A coach is the most integral part of the game, so are we, we don’t
suffer power syndrome but need to become a support body trusted in
making critical decisions, implementations and establishments.
2.17 Our mission is to deliver without blame, help without self-gain,
empower our people educationally, corporately and economical.
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3. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
3.1 Our objectives are to canvas a working and prosperous ‘growth plan of
action’ aka Manifesto, derived from the original text of the Holy
Scriptures and laws. Where at all times the law remains sacred but people
are changed until such a time where new laws are implemented to do
away with faults and incompetence.
3.2 To lift up a cloud of expectancy from prospective leaders alone, but to
the Creator, not necessary overlooking performance, but allowing
time to determine service delivery.
3.3 To promote the protection for the rights of women and children.
3.4 To promote equality to all disabled and disadvantaged.
3.5 To promote economic balance for all citizens of the Republic.
3.6 To defend every voice of ordinary South Africans, by creating a table of
communion for establishments and presentations.
4. VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
4.1 Our values and principles are derived from the biblical context of the
promises made to Moses of the economic conditions of the promised
land stated; “A land flowing Milk and Honey.” Interpretation; literally
there is no land that could flow ‘Milk and Honey’, basically this needs a
tested philosophical interpretation. It is only a Cow that models the
production of Milk, so one needs to learn the attribution of the Cow as a
domestic governor of animals; his strength, beat, servitude and
governance. Honey is produced by bees. It has a dual meaning of
interpretation; sweetness of the word and to bribe or sweeten the deal
(Holy Scriptures, Leviticus)
4.2 Our principles are to serve the nation with integrity and relentlessness,
selflessly, incorruptible and indispensable.
4.3 The negative interpretation of ‘Honey’ is ruled out by (Holy Scriptures)
Indicating the damage that this sweetness could do to the bread, so, we
are fully aware of the corruption and self-gain materialism leadership.
4.4 The ECOFORUM, in its composition and functioning, be democratic and
theocratic.
4.5 All members of the movement shall be sworn in uprightly and holy.
4.6 The ECOFORUM shall form a cooperate body in the country, to
intervene on family values, women’s values, children’s values as a
national interest and also drive a progressive national moral regeneration.
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5. MEMBERSHIP
5.1 Membership of the organisation shall be open to all South Africans from
the age of 16 years, all races, abled or disabled, submitting to its
principles, policies and commandments and also committed to be led by
the Constitution.
5.2 All spouses or children of South Africans who have manifested with the
Republic, may apply for membership.
5.3 The NEC may grant honorary membership to those men and women
who do not qualify for membership under the above clause, but have
selflessly committed themselves to the organisation.
5.4 Applications for membership shall be examined by the National
Executive Committee.
5.5 Membership cards shall be issued to registered members of the
ECOFORUM.
5.6 Membership and temporary membership cards shall be issued subject to
payment of the agreed subscription fee.
5.7 Provincial membership rights commence from the date of receipt of the
application and the appropriate membership subscription. A provincial
member may attend Branch meetings only in a non-voting capacity.
5.8 At any time before the individual is accepted as a full member of the
Organisation, or in a situation even after the member has been admitted,
the Secretary General may rule that the application be rejected if it be
found invalid.
5.9 Members shall pay an annual subscription fee as determined by the
National Executive Committee.
5.10 Non-earning members shall pay such fees as may be determined by the
NEC.
5.11 On being accepted in the ECOFORUM, a new member shall, in a
language he or she knows well, make the following solemn declaration
to the body of a person designated to administer such oaths.
5.12 Members who fail to pay their subscriptions for four months and
having been reminded of their lapse, will not be regarded as members
in good standing until they pay theirs arrears.
6. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
6.1 The ECOFORUM consists of the following ministries:
6.1.1 The All Nation Conference which elects National Executive
Committee and has power over all other Structures for leadership
appointments in order to maintain integrity.
6.1.2 The Provincial Conference which elects the Provincial Executive
Committee.
6.1.3 The Regional Conference which elects the Regional Executive
Committee.
6.1.4 The Branch General Meeting which elects the Branch Executive
Committee.
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NATIONAL WOMEN’S LEAGUE (Esther Ministries)
6.2 Membership of the ECOFORUM Esther Ministries shall be open to
women who are members of the ECOFORUM. Its objective is to
represent and defend the rights of women from a biblical point of
view against all forms of oppression and make an assurance that the
dignity of women is retrieved and restore.
NATIONAL YOUTH LEAGUE (Davidic Ministries)
6.3 Membership of the ECOFORUM Davidic Ministries shall open to
youth between the ages of 13 (thirteen) and 35 (thirty five) years.
It operates on a national, provincial, regional and branch basis. Its objectives are to
impart spiritual truth and confronting challenges facing young people. A nation
without a successful youth is doomed, so, economic empowerment and corporate
enhancement is key in order to determine a bright future. A progressive moral
regeneration shall be executed.
6.4 Members of the ECOFORUM Davidic Ministries over the age of 16
are expected to participate in the general politics on daily basis.
7.

THE HEADQUARTERS

7.1 The site of the National Headquarters of the ECOFORUM shall be
determined by the National Executive Committee.
8.

PROVINCES

8.1 ECOFORUM Structures are divided by 9 (Nine) provincial boundaries
established in the South African Constitution:
8.1.1 Gauteng
8.1.2 North West
8.1.3 Limpopo
8.1.4 Mpumalanga
8.1.5 Kwa-Zulu/Natal
8.1.6 Free State
8.1.7 Eastern Cape
8.1.8 Northern Cape
8.1.9 Western Cape
8.2 The provincial headquarters shall be determined by the Provincial
Conference.
9. ALL NATION CONFERENCE
9.1 The All Nation Conference is the meeting of all meetings, gathering of all
gatherings, Feast of tabernacles to decipher and download the present day
mandate / policies / manifesto.
9.2 It may be, an Annual General National Meeting be organised for the
betterment of the organisation.
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9.3 All members of the National Executive Committee shall attend.
9.4 At least 100% (hundred percent) of the delegates at Conference shall be
from branches.
9.5 The NEC shall appoint a Conference Preparatory Committee which shall
circulate Conference information in advance.
9.6 The Conference shall determine its own procedures in accordance with
democratic principles.
9.7 The All Nation Conference shall be convened at least once every year.
10. NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
10.1 The National Executive Committee is the upper hand of the
ECOFORUM.
10.2 The NEC shall have generality of its powers to:
10.2.1 Carry out decisions and instructions of the All Nation Conference
10.2.2 Issue and send directives to and receive reports from Provinces.
10.2.3 Assess and Moderate the work of ECOFORUM and all its organs.
10.2.4 Solidify that all organs and structures function democratic and
theocratic. (The NEC may suspend or dissolve a PEC member where
necessary). Further investigation shall be done by the NEC within
6 (six months) from dissolution or suspension.
10.2.5 Overseer all organs and its work of the ECOFORUM throughout
the Republic.
10.2.6 Necessary procedures shall be undertaken and communicated to
levels of leadership.
10.2.7 Overall decisions are made by the President or Chairman of the organisation.
10.3 The National Executive Committee consists of 7 (seven) members:
10.3.1 The President
10.3.2 Deputy President
10.3.3 National Chairperson
10.3.4 The Secretary General
10.3.5 Deputy Secretary General
10.3.6 Treasurer General
10.3.7 Deputy Treasurer General
10.4

NATIONAL WORKING COMMITTEE (MINISTERIAL)
10.4.1 Its composition shall consist of the Chairperson, Deputy
Chairperson, Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Treasurer of the
Province and the Chairperson or Secretary of all Ministries of
ECOFORUM in the Organisation.
10.4.2 Its powers and duties are to uphold decisions of the All Nation
Conference and the NEC.
10.4.3 Uphold the present work of the ECOFORUM in the national,
provincial and ensure that Regions, branches and all other ECOFORUM
structures, such as Parliamentary dialogues and decisions are
carried and submitted to each NEC meeting.
10.4.4 Meetings shall be on weekly basis, until further notice.
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11. THE ELECTORAL COMMISSION
11.1 The NEC shall appoint an Electoral Commission of not fewer than 3
(three) members whose duties are as follows:
11.1.1 To prepare the ballot papers;
11.1.2 To make provisions for ballot boxes or other means of secret
voting;
11.1.3 To supervise the counting of votes and the announcement of
the results of all ballots. (Only at Branch level)

12. THE NATIONAL FINANCE COMMITTEE
12.1 The NEC shall appoint the National Finance Committee.
12.2 The NEC shall determine the composition and powers of the National
Finance Committee.
12.3 The National Finance Committee will report to the NEC at least 4
(four) times a year on the finances and budget of the ECOFORUM.
13. DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF MINISTERS
The powers and duties of the individual members of the Ministers are
set out below.
13.1 The President
The President is the political head and chief directing officer of the
ECOFORUM and the leader of the house at the All Nation Conference.
13.1.1 Present a state of the nation and the political situation overall.
13.1.2 Direct the overall activities of the ECOFORUM.
13.1.3 Entitled of decision making concerning leadership matters.
13.2 Deputy President
The Deputy President shall assist the President, deputise for him or her
when necessary and carry out whatever functions that are entrusted to
him or her by the All Nation Conference, The President.
13.3 The National Chairperson
The National Chairperson shall:
13.3.1 The herald of the policies adopted and decisions taken by the
All Nation Conference and National General Council by all
organs of the ECOFORUM implementation taken by the NEC.
13.3.2 Preside over meetings of the All Nation Conference, National
General Council and the NEC.
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13.4 The Secretary General
The Secretary General is the chief administrative officer of the
ECOFORUM.
He or she shall:
13.4.1 Communicate the decisions of all national structures of the
ECOFORUM on behalf of the NEC;
13.4.2 Keep the minutes of all meetings
13.4.3 Conduct correspondence of the NEC and other Committees
13.4.4 Prepare annual reports on the work of the NEC, such
Documents which may timeously be required by the NEC.
13.4.5 Present to the NEC a comprehensive statement of the state of
the organisation and the administrative situation of the
ECOFORUM.
13.4.6 In the absence of the President and the Deputy President, the
Secretary General shall assume the functions of the President.
13.4.7 All departments shall report on their activities and be
accountable to the Secretary General.
13.7

Deputy Secretary General
The Deputy Secretary General shall deputise the Secretary General.

13.8

Treasurer General
The Treasurer General is the chief custodian of the funds and property
of the ECOFORUM. He or she shall:
13.8.1 Receive and Bank all monies on behalf of the NEC and shall,
together with any 2 (two) members of the NEC, open and
operate the bank account.
13.8.2 Keep such books of account as may be necessary to record
accurately the financial position of the ECOFORUM.
13.8.3 Submit to the All Nation Conference a report showing the
Income and Expenditure Account and Balance Sheet of the
ECOFORUM for the period since the All Nation Conference, all shall
submit periodic reports to the NEC and the NWC.
13.8.4 Present to the All Nation Conference and National General
Council a comprehensive statement of the state of the finances
Of the ECOFORUM.

13.9 Deputy Treasurer General
The Deputy Treasurer General shall deputise the Treasurer General.
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14. PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE
14.1 Subject to the decisions of the All Nation Conference and National
General Council, and the overall guidance of the NEC, the Provincial
Conference is the highest organ of the ECOFORUM in each Province.
14.2 The Provincial Conference shall be held at least twice a year by all
branches in the Province.
14.3 Its composition will be delegated by at least 80% of the delegates at
the Conference shall be from branches, elected at properly constituted
branch general meetings. The number of delegates per branch shall be
in proportion to their paid up membership, provided that each branch
good standing shall be entitled to at least 1 (one) delegate.
14.4 All members of the Provincial Executive Committee shall attend as
full participants in and delegates to the Conference.
14.5 The remainder of the voting delegates at Conference shall be made of
members of the REC, ECOFORUM Esther Ministries and
ECOFORUM Davidic Ministries.
14.6 Our Provincial Conferences shall uphold its own procedures with
democratic processes, and vote on key questions by ballot if at least
one third of the delegates at the Provincial Conference is required.
14.7 Uphold and establish the decisions and policies of the All Nation
All Nation Conference, NEC and the NWC.
14.8 Shall elect the Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson, Secretary, Deputy
Secretary, Treasurer and additional 24 to 30 (thirty) members of the
PEC, who will serve in the office for 4 (four) years.
15. PROVINCIAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (PEC)
15.1 The Provincial Executive Committee is the leading organ of the
ECOFORUM in the province and has dominion to lead the
organisation in a province subject to the Constitution.
15.2 The composition of PEC shall be made of the elects, and good
standing members.
15.3 The committee shall consist of the Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson,
Secretary General, Deputy Secretary, Treasure and Other 24 members
elected by the Provincial Conference.
15.4 All region in the province shall be equally represented in the PEC, by
Chairperson and/or Secretary.
15.5 The ECOFORUM Esther Ministries and ECOFORUM Davidic
ministries in provinces shall be represented by the Chairperson and
Secretary.
15.6 In all meetings not less than 50% of this members of the PEC must be
women.
15.7 The Provincial Executive Committee shall elect a Provincial Working
Committee.
15.8 Uphold policies and ministries of ECOFORUM in the Province.
15.9 Uphold decisions and instructions of the Provincial Conference, the
NEC and NWC,
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15.10
15.11
15.12

Manage the funds and assets of the ECOFORUM in the province.
Submit and report to the NEC
Overseer the work of ECOFORUM Esther Ministries and Davidic
Ministries.
15.13
Ensure that the Provincial, Regional, Branch and other structures of
the ECOFORUM in the Province function democratic and
theocratic.
15.14
On the suspension or dissolution of a BEC or a REC, the PEC may
appoint an interim structure during the period of suspension to
fulfil the functions of such REC or BEC.
15.15
Appoint the provincial and regional staff as required.
15.16
Appoint at least 6 (six) but more than 10 (ten) members from the
PEC and from any structure within the Province, as Chairperson, to
constitute the Provincial Disciplinary Committee.
15.17
The quorum of any meeting of the PEC shall be 50% (fifty percent)
plus 1 (one) of its total members.
16.

PROVINCIAL WORKING COMMITTEE (PWC)
16.1

Its composition shall consist of the Chairperson, Deputy
Chairperson, Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Treasurer of the
Province and the Chairperson or Secretary of all Ministries of
ECOFORUM in that Province.
16.2
Its powers and duties are to uphold decisions of the Provincial
Conference, the NEC and the PEC.
16.3
Uphold the present work of the ECOFORUM in the province and
ensure that Regions, branches and all other ECOFORUM
structures, such as Parliamentary dialogues and decisions are
carried and submitted to each PEC meeting.
16.4
Meetings shall be on weekly basis, until further notice.
17.

REGIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (REC)
17.1
The PEC, under the covering and leadership of the NEC shall
divide the Province into regions for the more efficient, theocratic
and democratic unction of the ECOFORUM.
17.2
Regional Ministries shall be restricted to correspond in districts and
metropolitan municipalities in each Province.
17.3
Regional Conference shall take place 4 (four) times in a year.
17.4
Its composition will be delegated by at least 80% of the delegates at the
Conference shall be from branches, elected at proper constituted branch general
meetings. The number of delegates per branch shall be in proportion to their paid up
membership, provided that each branch good standing shall be entitled to at least 1 (one)
delegate.
17.5
All members of the Regional Executive Committee shall attend as
full participants in and delegates to the Conference.
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17.6
The remainder of the voting delegates at Conference shall be made
members of the BEC, ECOFORUM Esther Ministries and Davidic
Ministries.
17.7
Our Regional Conferences shall uphold its own procedures with
democratic processes, and vote on key questions by ballot if at least
one third of the delegates at the Regional Conference is required.
Uphold and establish the decisions and policies of the PEC and the PWC.
17.8
Shall elect the Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson, Secretary, Deputy
Secretary, Treasurer and additional 24 to 30 (thirty) members of the
REC, who will serve in the office for 3 (three) years.
17.9
The procedure of the composition of the Regional Conference is as
the PEC composition but only on a Regional Level.
17.10
Its powers and duties are to uphold decisions of the Provincial
Conference, the NEC and the PEC.
17.11
Uphold the present work of the ECOFORUM in the province and
ensure Regions, branches and all other ECOFORUM structures,
such as Parliamentary dialogues and decisions are carried and
submitted to each PEC meeting.
17.12
Meetings shall be frequent on weekly basis, until further notice.
17.13
The Regional Executive Committee shall elect a RWC.
17.14
Uphold policies and ministries of ECOFORUM in the Province
17.15
Uphold decisions and instructions of the Regional Conference,
17.16
Manage the funds and assets of the ECOFORUM in the region.
17.17
Submit and report to the PEC
17.18
Overseer the work of ECOFORUM Esther Ministries and Davidic
Ministries.
17.19
On the suspension or dissolution of a BEC or a REC, the PEC may
appoint an interim structure during the period of suspension to
fulfil the functions of such REC or BEC.
17.20
Appoint the provincial and regional staff as required.
17.21
Appoint at least 6 (six) but more than 10 (ten) members from the
REC and from any structure within the Province, as Chairperson, to
constitute the Regional Disciplinary Committee.
17.22
The quorum of meeting of the REC shall be 50% (fifty percent)
plus 1 (one) of its total members.
18.

REGIONAL WORKING COMMITTEE (RWC)
18.1
The Regional Working Committee shall consist of the Chairperson,
Deputy Chairperson, Secretary, Deputy Secretary and Treasurer of
the Region. All official members including Chairperson or
Secretary of the ECOFORUM Esther Ministries and Davidic Ministries in
that Region. REC shall elect the Regional Working Committee from among
the elected additional members of the REC.
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18.2

The Regional Working Committee shall uphold decisions and
Commands of the NEC, PEC, REC, the Regional Conference and
its Council.
18.3
Execute the current work of the ECOFORUM in the Region and
ensure that Branches and all other ECOFORUM structures, such as
Municipalities discourses, uphold decisions of the ECOFORUM &
18.4
Submit a report to each REC meeting.
18.5
The RWC shall meet every week, until further notice.
18.6
Nor less than 50% (fifty percent) of the members of the RWC must
be women.
19.

BASE BRANCHES
19.1
Every covenant member of the ECOFORUM shall belong to a
branch in which is the fundamental structure of the organisation.
19.2
The branch shall register with the Provincial Executive Committee
(PEC) and a minimum of 50 (fifty) members.
19.3
Elect at a biennial general meeting a Branch Executive Committee
consist of a Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson, Secretary, Deputy
Secretary, Treasurer, and 10 (ten) additional members. Proper
procedures will be taken towards elections.
19.4
Nor less than 50% (fifty percent) of the members of the BEC must
be women.
19.5
The branch shall meet weekly in a general meeting.

20.

BRANCH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (BEC)
20.1
After election allocate tasks and functions among its members to
enable it to uphold the daily mundane of the Branch.
20.2
Uphold policies, programmes and decisions of the ECOFORUM.
20.3
Meet at least once a week;
20.4
Submits reports on its work to the Branch meeting and at least each
month to the Regional Executive Committee;
20.5
Co-opt not more than 3 (three) persons, if it considers it necessary to
ensure greater responsibility.
20.6
The quorum for each meeting of the Branch Executive Committee
Shall be 50% (fifty percent) plus 1 (one) of the BEC membership.
20.7
The quorum for the Annual Branch Meeting and any other Branch
Meetings where the Branch makes nominations of candidates for
elections within ECOFORUM or public representatives or takes
decisions relating to policy matters, shall be 50% (fifty percent) plus
1 (One) of the total covenant members of the branch.
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21.

MANAGEMENT OF ORGANISATIONAL PROTOCOLS

21.1

Duties of Members, office bearers and public representatives

21.1.1 The Secretary General and Provincial Secretaries shall communicate
all standing orders, Rules, Regulations, Resolutions and policies adopted or
made in terms of the Constitution to the structures of the ECOFORUM.
21.1.2 All members, office bearers and public representatives have a duty to familiarise
themselves with the contents of this Constitution, Standing Orders, Rules, Regulations,
Resolutions and policies adopted or made in terms of the Constitution.
21.1.3 Any member, office bearer or public representatives who fails,
refuses and/or neglects to abide by the provisions of the Constitution of the
ECOFORUM, its Standing Orders, Rules, Regulations, Resolutions and
policies adopted or made in terms of the Constitution shall be liable to be
discipline in terms of this Constitution.
21.2 Presumption of Knowledge
Notwithstanding a principle of this Constitution that a
member is presumed innocent until proven guilty, the
charged member, in disciplinary proceedings, shall be
presumed to have knowledge of the documents and
information.
21.3 Institution of disciplinary proceedings
The NEC, PEC, REC, BEC or office bearers of any of these structure
Or the relevant body exercising its own right to invoke disciplinary
proceedings under this Constitution, may initiate and/or institute
disciplinary proceedings against any member, office bearer or public
representative of the Organisation in respect of any act of misconduct
21.4 National Disciplinary Committee
The quorum for any sitting of the NDC shall be 5 (five) members.
21.5 All procedures will be taken due to misconduct contemplated (to be
established later, through proper advocacy.)
22.

COMMANDS AND DIVINE ORDERS

22.1 The NEC shall adopt Commandments and Divine Orders for the
betterment of the activities of the ECOFORUM.
22.2 The PECs shall adopt Commandments and Divine Orders for the
betterment of the functions of the ECOFORUM in their respective
Provinces.
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23. GENERAL
The ECOFORUM shall have an ordained succession and authority,
apart from its individual covenant members, to acquire, hold and
alienate property, enter into agreements and do all things necessary
to carry out its aims and objects and defend its members, its property
and its reputation.
24.

AMENDMENTS
Any amendments to this Constitution shall be by the principal
member, President of the NEC, at the All Nation Conference.

25.

CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY
Only the Principal Member of the NEC shall have authority to bind
the ECOFORUM or to create any legal relationship.
Any person pursuit to bind the ECOFORUM must produce a written
authorisation to / from the Principal member of the NEC (The President).

26. TRANSITION
26.1 The template of this Constitution were duly adopted on the 2nd
Common Wealth Conference and shall commence effectively on the
31 August 2016.
26.2 The NEC is authorised to make alterations and changes to the
content and pattern of these Rules and Regulations.
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27. ECOFORUM Logo
The ECOFORUM logo represents the naturality of the land; its produce,
streams of rivers; the length, the breath, the width and depth; the
richness of the land consists of agriculture and minerals.
ECOFORUM Flag
The ECOFORUM flag is rectangular, representing the ends of the
Republic. Its colours are prophetically interpreted as follows: Blood
Red symbolises the blood shed for the redemption of all Nations,
Divine Gold stands for a glorious victory retained to all by great
measure of faith, wealth, health and supremacy; Royal Blue speaks of
royalty, rulership and leadership through honesty, modesty and
humility; and lastly, White stands for the righteousness of God.

28. ECOFORUM Motto
“Milk & Honey”
“A land flowing Milk and Honey.” Interpretation; literally
there is no land that could flow ‘Milk and Honey’, basically this needs a tested
philosophical interpretation. It is only a Cow that models the production of Milk, so
one needs to learn the attribution and servitude of the Cow as a domestic governor in
animal kingdom; his strength, beat, servitude and governance. Honey is produced by
bees. It has a dual meaning of interpretation; sweetness of the word and to bribe or
sweeten the deal. God’s Word is infallible, incorruptible and we are an ‘Eruption’ (Holy Scriptures, Exodus & Leviticus)

By Economic Emancipation Forum
Principal Member
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